
WELCOME TO THE BMS MEETING!
Tuesday 14 December 2021



NEXT AWARDS

Q4 OCTOBER – DECEMBER 2021 
• Submissions open: NOW
• Submissions close: 13 January 2022
• Awards announced: w/c 24 January





AWARDS: SEASONAL & SPOTLIGHT 
Q3 JULY – SEPTEMBER 2021

Judges:
• Miriam Robinson: Chair of Judges
• Laura di Giuseppe: Publishing and Marketing Consultant
• Rosie Beaumont-Thomas: Prize Manager, Women’s Prize
• Anna Chapman: Senior Strategist, 21st Century Brand
• Georgina Atwell: Founder, Toppsta
• Lynsey Passmore: Founder, Bazowie



MULTI-TITLE CAMPAIGN Q3 
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Big Bright Feelings
Mattea Barnes, Bloomsbury Children’s

‘This was a carefully thought out, year-long 
campaign, which succeeded in bringing one 
author’s backlist into a cohesive series and 
brand. By creating smart additional resources 
and running these alongside targeted ads, they 
smashed their previous year’s sales and 
positioned the series as the go-to books for 
children’s emotional well-being.’



MULTI-TITLE CAMPAIGN Q3
WINNER

The Lord of the Rings series
Fleur Clarke, HarperFiction

‘An incredibly creative campaign 
which generated a chart-topping 

audio release of a beloved classic, 
with filmic videos, targeted paid 

social, infographics and an online 
moment with a Hobbit Second 

Breakfast celebrated on Hobbit day.’



GUERRILLA CAMPAIGN Q3
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Consumed
Charlotte Sanders, Octopus

‘This campaign had the book’s ethos 
embedded in its DNA, which allowed 
the team to utilise a small budget to 
excellent effect and position its author 
as an important thought leader in her 
field.’



GUERRILLA CAMPAIGN Q3
WINNER

And It Was Beautiful
Tom Noble, Orion

‘This marketer knew his audience 
down to the last detail, and this 

campaign pulled out all the stops –
tailored content, niche news 

outlets, local retailers – to get this 
book in their hands, all on a very 

small budget.’



CHILDREN’S CAMPAIGN Q3
HIGHLY COMMENDED

The Unexpected Tale of Bastien Bonlivre
Hannah Reardon Steward, Usborne

‘Pitched to perfection with careful 
messaging and a clear audience 
understanding, this fun and atmospheric 
campaign stood out in the crowded 
middle-grade market and secured the 
Waterstones Book of the Month in one of 
the most competitive months of the year.’



CHILDREN’S CAMPAIGN Q3
WINNER

The Amazing Edie Eckhart
Naomi Berwin, Hachette Children’s

‘This expertly executed campaign demonstrates 
how to launch a celebrity author and tackle 

disability in a really creative way. With a standout 
mix of tailored resources for readers, bookshops 

and schools, the team have established a 
commercially successful series, positioning Rosie as 

a bonafide author and taking a vital step forward 
in disability representation.’



DEBUT CAMPAIGN Q3
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Everyone in This Room Will Someday Be Dead
Aimee Oliver-Powell, Jamie Forrest and Sophie Walker, Atlantic

‘Meticulously honed copy, 
innovative proofs and totes 
that stood out in a crowd 
were just a few of the 
highlights of this unmissable 
campaign.’



DEBUT CAMPAIGN Q3
WINNER

The Upper World
Evelyn Opoku-Agyeman, Penguin Random House Children’s

‘The campaign had an excellent audience 
understanding and segmentation at its heart. 

Carefully orchestrated, from cover reveal to school 
and library activity, TikTok activation, 3D billboard, 

Spotify advertising, presence in Fairyloot for pre-
awareness and activation with the Book Fairies on 

launch, the marketing campaign left no stone 
unturned. Inspired by the book, a guerilla marketing 

activity in Peckham featured 500 posters with QR 
code linking to audio, a trailer, 10k samplers with 

audio in The Game Collection, alongside activity with 
subscription boxes, Illumicrate and Book Box Club. 

Overall impressive and incredibly well planned!’



ADULT NON-FICTION CAMPAIGN Q3
HIGHLY COMMENDED

And Away . . .
Amy Fulwood, Simon & Schuster

‘This was a well-crafted and 
authentic campaign that displayed 
an astute understanding of Bob 
Mortimer and his audience. 
A great case study for how to mass 
market an indie publication.’



ADULT NON-FICTION CAMPAIGN Q3
WINNER

The Transgender Issue
Dahmicca Wright, Penguin Press

‘Proof that a successful marketing campaign 
means being sensitive to the author and 

subject matter. This team played it smart by 
finding allies, swerving potentially toxic 

platforms and taking a positive stance. And 
it paid off. The result – impressive sales for a 

modest budget and a valuable contribution 
to the trans conversation.’



ADULT FICTION CAMPAIGN Q3
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Beautiful World, Where Are You?
Niriksha Bharadia and Jess Kim, Faber

‘The team behind this campaign 
worked really hard to build a 
strategy that delivered for 
bookshops, readers and their 
reclusive author. Everything about 
this campaign was beautiful and 
well thought through, it was 
event publishing at its finest.’ 



ADULT FICTION CAMPAIGN Q3
WINNER

Empire of the Vampire
Fleur Clarke, HarperFiction

‘We were blown away by this 
campaign, it delivered a strategy 
that engaged fans and put them 
first in a creative and innovative 

way. Every challenge was spun on 
its head, every moment felt 

strategically amplified and the 
passion and fun they created was 

evident in their phenomenal results 
on a relatively small budget.’ 





AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT Q3

Cloud Cuckoo Land
Lindsay Terrell, 4th Estate (HC)

‘This team rose to the unique challenge of having a 
bestselling author without significant name 
recognition. We were so impressed by their reader 
insight and targeting, as well as their willingness 
and determination to learn from the campaign itself. 
They also brilliantly nodded to the author’s previous 
work while carefully setting expectations for the 
new, very different novel.’ 



INNOVATION Q3

Penguin Classics Green Ideas
Ania Gordon & Sam Voulters, Penguin Press

‘A wonderfully innovative, multi-title campaign which 
overcame the challenge of coordinating authors, estates 

and stakeholders, to deliver an impactful series of 
initiatives targeting different audience segments and 

channels. The campaign amplified a core creative idea, 
from announcement to bookseller engagement, POS 
competition in partnership with University of Arts, a 

targeted and well thought-out influencer outreach on 
Instagram and TikTok, and partnership with Earthrise 

Studio, OOH and paid social. A departure from previous 
activities with Penguin Classics.’ 



CREATIVITY Q3

Love Unfiltered
Natasha Collie, Ladybird (PRHC)

‘Without the option of a ‘Weepie’ award, it was this 
campaign’s creativity that stood out overall, though 
there was so much to be proud of here. This team 
took a campaign outside of a traditional publishing 
strategy and into the realm of an advertising 
creative. As well as looking incredible and having 
real heart, the team did an exceptional work of 
delivering a creative brief with a clear message and 
great results.’ 



GRAFT Q3

The Castaways
Maddy Marshall and Jeannelle Brew, HarperFiction

‘This team delivered a bold, consistent 
creative; vigorously tested their 

messaging; and achieved their author’s 
first ever Sunday Times bestseller – on a 
staggeringly tight timeframe of just two 

weeks. The campaign, and its results, 
were more indicative of a two/three 

month campaign. Did they even sleep?’ 



CONGRATULATIONS EVERYONE!
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